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RATES 
2020 

VOCALCOACHING 

Trial lesson: € 40,-* 

Single lessons: 

Single lesson (OFFLINE)        €  65,-*    

Single lesson (ONLINE)        €  50,-    

         

Group lessons (up to 4 people): 

Rate for single lesson (€ 65,-) + € 10,- for each participating person 

(example: rate for 2 people € 75- / rate for 3 people € 85,- etc.) 

*Possible Rate-Reductions & Abos for regular singers by arrangement! 
All lessons last 50 minutes; shorter lessons by arrangement! 

 

 

SPEECH TECHNIQUE & PRESENCE TRAINING BUSINESS (ON/OFFLINE) 

(for teachers, speakers, facilitators, managers, project leaders, entrepreneurs) 

Single lesson 60 minutes    € 75,- 

Single lesson 45 minutes    € 60,-      

 

Location 

Lindengasse 44, 1070 Vienna 

Charge for a visit at your studio (band/choir/ensemble) by arrangement. 

Payment possibilities 

Cash or paypal.me/voicegriesslehner 

All services are available as vouchers! 

 
CANCELLATION POLICY – PLEASE READ BEFORE OUR FIRST MEETING! 

Quality has its value and price! I kindly require a 24-hour advance notice of cancellation of your lesson 
(unless there is an emergency like sickness or an accident; this is considered at the time of the event). You 
are expected to pay for a full lesson if you fail to cancel without 24-hour notice. Note that 9pm the day 
before your lesson is not 24-hour’s notice. I would appreciate time to contact another student who could 
perhaps use that available time. Please let me know if you are running late (+43 680 1424989). I will do my 
best to accommodate you, but I can not guarantee that you will receive a full lesson if you arrive late for 
your scheduled time. 

If I must cancel your lesson for any last-minute unforeseen reason, I will make it up as soon as possible 
within at least within the same month. 
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More offers 
 
Choir 

*Choirsinging 

You want to experience something new with your friends, your team – you want to challenge 

yourself and your group! Try open singing with easy melodies and rhythms.. 

*Choir coaching: 

You are a motivated choir leader and you love your choir, but need some new impulses for your 

group? I will help you solve the status quo questions and challenges by using tools of the 

Intelligent Choir-Concept (RAMA/Denmark) and my own experiences as choir leader. 

 

Business/Teambuilding 

*Business Singing Vocalcoaching in your office, open for all niveaus!  

Work on your teamspirit, work together and discover your friends and colleagues in a new light, 

maybe there are even little singstars in your team? Challenge yourself and your team and get a 

magical unforgettable experience! 

*Creative Voicetraining (for groups, focus on speaking voice) 

 

Voice/Presence/Performance 

*Speech technique 

*Facilitationtraining – single and group lessons 

*Performancecoaching 

*Empowering Presencetraining (inner/outer communication, voice, presence, performance) 

 
Updates and News available on: www.enjoyyourvoice.at                      
 
 


